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Precious metals curbed by USD short
squeeze
Gold looked so close to breaking higher, but the hard work has
been undone as a short covering rally in the USD has caused gold's
dollar price to drop back to the lows of its trading range. Things may
get worse before they get better, which is why we have pushed back
our forecasts
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Gold prices can’t catch a break
As we have argued previously, Gold wanted to break free as it trended towards the upper bounds
of its strict year-to-date trading range ($1311-1358) and such a break was likely to tempt fund
holdings off from the sidelines. Our anticipations were cut short however as a sharp surprise rally
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in the USD undid all the hard work by dragging gold below $1320 nearer the lower range-
bounds. This weakness has been solely relative to dollar strength with gold prices almost flat in
EUR, JPY and CHF terms for the last two weeks.

Our FX strategists identify that a short squeeze drove the 2.6% surge in the US dollar index through
the second half of April. The exodus was intensified by the rise in short-dated yields and their
impact on US hedging costs. Three month USD overnight indexed swaps priced one year forward,
for example, have risen 20bps this month rendering short dollar hedges very expensive. Currency
futures meanwhile have reached the highest net short position against an aggregate USD for five
years which renders the market prime for what we are expecting to be a short-lived and shallow
rebound.

The extent of whether this dollar rally rolls over the short covering runs its course or entices new
fundamental/long allocations will determine the potential for Gold to recover its former promise.
Gold’s own 10-week high short position is still fairly subdued in absolute terms so is unlikely to
offer much in the way of its own short covering momentum. The currency will very much remain
king for precious metals, continuing the dollar index’s negative correlation to gold that is already
tracking close to 80% this year, the strongest relationship since 2008

Given the active calendar this week we might expect more pain for gold should strong US releases
could spur more short covering for the greenback. This starts today with the Fed's preferred PCE
inflation measure that jumped to 2% YoY. While, on the one hand, this is a boost for gold friendly
inflation the market will more likely focus on the prospects for Fed tightening which weighs
negatively on all non-yielding assets. 

For Wednesday, the FOMC meeting is expected to stick to the status quo, but following today's PCE
print, any hawkish surprise would bring augmented pressure to precious metals. Topped off by a
strong labour report on Friday, the 10-year yield is likely to re-challenge 3% with any leg up
potentially accelerated by the extreme speculative short positioning that is also present in
treasury futures (-429k non-commercial short contracts on CBOT as of Tuesday 24th). Should the
US Treasury’s quarterly refunding announcement (on Wednesday) direct more issuance to the
short-end of the curve then the yield increases could even be more pivoted to those tenors most
popular with short US hedges.

The good news is that our FX team remains unconvinced that any fundamental rally emerging in
the USD and the short covering will roll over. The lack of impetus in the array of weak USD drivers
right now is creating an opportunity for the overstretched short positioning to adjust but
those drivers will re-assert downward pressure on an overvalued US dollar over the coming
quarters. 

In particular, we're looking out for fresh concerns over burgeoning twin deficits and US
policy/political uncertainties, that only need a fresh bought of tweets or policy news to re-
emerge. As the dollar eases, it will be game on for our bullish gold view given our expectations for
inflation to pick up substantially this year. As our breakout expectations, for Gold have been
derailed we are revising down our Q2, and Q3 expectations but are still forecasting an average
of $1375 in Q4 2018, and touching into $1400/oz in 2019.
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The USD is everything for Gold. Correlations are at 10-year
highs

Source: Bloomberg, ING Research

The Silver surfer gets only a short wave
For all our disappointment in gold as it approached a break out it was the drag-on silver that
surprised us the most, even following an extreme bought of short covering. Ending nine
consecutive weeks of a rare and even record net speculative short position on silver prices had
briefly touched above $17/oz and reduced the Gold-Silver ratio to 78x only for the progress to be
quickly undone. 

CFTC data shows silvers money manager shorts have almost halved through April so
that positioning returned to a slight net long last week. But as the USD weighed across precious
metals silver fell hardest to return the gold-silver ratio to the 80x levels seen during the global
financial crisis. With the short momentum in silver seemingly spent we are revising up our
projections that the ratio to end the year at 77 (vs 74) and revise down silver prices for the year.

Gold-Silver Ratio stays high even as silver shorts cover
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